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Edmonton: Newest Press, 1999. 198 pp.
$18.95 CDN paper.
The three plays included in this volume are:

Mom, Dad, I'm Living with a White Girl by Marty Chan
House of Sacred Cows by Padma Viswanathan
Elephant Wake by Jonathan Christenson and Joey Tremblay
JOHN A. HAWKINS
In her Introduction, Anne Nothof notes that the title, Ethnicities ,
"sig nals that the three plays constitute a departure from the 'norm' of
western Canadian plays--rural, realistic, white, Ang lo," but they also
constitute "the presence of a complex, diverse, and imag inative
theatre."
Marty Chan's Mom, Dad, I'm Living with a White Girl shifts between
two realities, separated by repeated strikes of a g ong . The "fictional"
reality is the world of the evil Yellow Claw and her obsequious
henchman, Kim. In the other reality, the actor playing Yellow Claw
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doubles as the protag onist's mother, Li Fen Gee. Kim the torturer is
also Kim Gee, acupuncturist and father. Throug h this theatrical
mechanism, only-son Mark Gee delays his admission to his parents
that he intends to live with Sally, a "white g irl," and "be Canadian."
With a stroke of the g ong , Mark becomes "Ag ent Banana," intent on
defeating Yellow Claw with Sally's (a.k.a. the "Snow Princess") help;
meanwhile, Sally copes with Mark's evasions of responsibility to her,
to his parents, and to himself.
Chan's use of Asian stereotypes, used no doubt to defuse them, may
be controversial. But he sets these g laring stereotypes ag ainst Sally's
more subtle big otry; she complains to Mark about his mother: "She
just dismissed me because of the colour of my skin. You have no idea
how that feels." When Mark replies evenly, "I think I mig ht," Sally
counters, "No, you're used to it. I'm not." Up to this point, Chan had
seeming ly g iven us enlig htened young protag onists opposing
closed-minded older folk--the immig rant-story formula. But Chan,
more perceptive, makes us question whether the cultural imperatives
of Mark's parents' g eneration have validity in a new Canadian
demog raphic. One of Mark's final lines to Sally is, "I want you in my
life. But can't there be room for my family?" Sally's willful confusing of
this request with Mark's more culpable evasions earlier in the play,
exposes her tendency to see the situation as "them or us." The play's
ending poses a question: How can the butterfly "climb out of his
cocoon," and simultaneously be "a perfect Chinese son?"

House of Sacred Cows , by Parma Viswanathan, is a sprawling play
offering a larg e, diverse ensemble and a stag e lang uag e that
unfolds a rich, textured story by interweaving passag es of the
Mahabharata with realistic dialog ue.
The play is set in a co-operative house with a multicultural mix of
inhabitants in a western Canadian city. The co-op was established
years ag o by people played on video by the same actors as appear in
the present. Into the co-op arrives Anand, a thirty-ish Indian man, who
is "in," but not "of," the house. As Nothof observes, January, head of
the household and daug hter of a co-founder, "attempts to reinstate
the [co-op's] orig inal ideals of democracy and equality." However,
January encounters the reality that democracy doesn't necessarily
bring freedom; Anand reminds her, "you yourself have told me that
these two are not the same." The focus is on earning one's freedom
by taking personal responsibility for one's actions.
The play depicts several worlds: the past, on video; the physically
realistic present; a netherworld occupied by Anand's dead parents,
whom we always see but some characters do not; and shifts
throug hout the play between "Day," "Nig ht," and "Out Of Time." These
conventions exacerbate the play's dense texture, but the climax caps
the play simply: a banal arg ument between January and Leaf actually
elucidates an arg ument about the line between appropriate selfexpression and unreasonable self-indulg ence. Our resulting insig hts
enable us to understand better Anand's strug g le between his
aspiration for Western-style freedom and his deeper sense of
responsibility to his Indian family.

Elephant Wake , by Jonathan Christenson and Joey Tremblay, is a one-
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person play that has been performed from Edmonton to Brig hton to
Edinburg h. Nothof expresses satisfaction that this "very 'local' play
could reach an international audience," but she is likely aware that
Elephant Wake is hardly "local."
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